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Abstract

This article specifies a multilevel measurement model for survey response
when data are nested. The model includes a test–retest model of reliability, a
confirmatory factor model of interitem reliability with item-specific bias
effects, an individual-level model of the biasing effects due to respondent
characteristics, and a neighborhood-level model of construct validity. We
apply this model for measuring informal social control within collective
efficacy theory. Estimating the model on 3,260 respondents nested within
123 Seattle neighborhoods, we find that measures of informal control show
reasonable test–retest and interitem reliability. We find support for the
hypothesis that respondents’ assessments of whether their neighbors would
intervene in specific child deviant acts are related to whether they have
observed such acts in the past, which is consistent with a cognitive model of
survey response. Finally, we find that, when proper measurement models are
not used, the effects of some neighborhood covariates on informal control
are biased upward and the effect of informal social control on violence is
biased downward.
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A critical issue in the assessment of social science theories concerns mea-

surement: Can key concepts be operationalized clearly? Can empirical mea-

sures of concepts be constructed? Do such measures perform up to standards

empirically? Unless a theory meets accepted scientific standards of measure-

ment, the theory cannot be subjected to empirical test, cannot be verified, and

therefore, is unlikely to be accepted by the scientific community. Recent

attention to measurement in the social sciences covers a range of substantive

and theoretical topics, including behavioral expectations (e.g., Manski 2004),

social capital (e.g., Paxton 2002), democracy (Coppedge et al. 2011),

employment careers (Manzoni et al. (2010), time use data from diaries (Kan

and Pudney 2008), and family activities (Broege et al. 2007). In criminology,

the measurement of delinquent behavior (e.g., Osgood, McMorris, and

Potenza 2002; Piquero, MacIntosh, and Hickman 2002) and self-control

(e.g., Piquero, MacIntosh, and Hickman 2000) has been examined using

models for survey response. While measurement has been discussed in detail

for individual-level psychometric models of test scores and survey responses,

it is no less an issue for models of macro-ecological units, such as neighbor-

hoods, communities, and schools. Indeed, Raudenbush and Sampson (1999)

have advocated for ‘‘ecometrics,’’ the scientific study of ecological measures

taken from surveys and observational data. Thus, when data are nested, dis-

tinct measurement issues arise at multiple levels of analysis.

We specify a multilevel measurement model for nested survey data in

which survey items are nested within individuals, which are in turn nested

within neighborhoods. This allows us to examine unreliability due to random

measurement error at three levels: test–retest unreliability for repeated mea-

sures of one indicator, interitem unreliability for multiple indicators, and

between-neighborhood unreliability. Using a cognitive theory of survey

response as a framework, we also test for systematic measurement error at

the level of the individual and neighborhood. Our model begins with a

two-level factor model for ordinal indicators estimated within a structural

equation model (SEM) framework, using a threshold model to link ordinal

measures to latent continuous indicators, computing scale-appropriate poly-

choric correlations, and using weighted least squares (WLS) to estimate mea-

surement parameters. Note that this model is equivalent to an item response
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theory (IRT) model for ordered variables (see Takane and de Leeuw 1987).1

We then specify a neighborhood-level response model that treats respondents

as informants and controls for bias due to compositional differences in infor-

mant characteristics by neighborhood. Finally, we examine the construct

validity of our measures by incorporating the measurement model into a sub-

stantive model. We apply our model to the measurement of neighborhood

informal social control, the key concept in collective efficacy theory, an

important recent theory of neighborhood crime (Sampson 2012; Sampson,

Raudenbush, and Earls 1997). We show how different assumptions about the

measurement process can produce differences in substantive coefficients of

interest.

Collective Efficacy and the Measurement of Informal
Social Control

Collective Efficacy, Social Capital, and Informal Social Control

Social capital theory is one of the most important theoretical developments in

the social sciences over the past 25 years. Empirical research on the theory

was invigorated by the work of Sampson and colleagues (1997, 1999) on

neighborhood social capital. Building on the tradition of Shaw and McKay’s

[1942] (1969) social disorganization theory, they specified a theoretical

mechanism of informal neighborhood social control, linked the mechanism

to neighborhood structure through the concept of social capital, and specified

operational indicators of the theory’s key concepts. Specifically, they merged

Coleman’s (1990) dimensions of social capital with Bandura’s (1986, 1997)

concept of ‘‘collective efficacy’’ and in the process redefined collective effi-

cacy to explain neighborhood social control. The innovations made by Samp-

son and colleagues were to apply the concept of collective efficacy to

describe neighborhood purposive action—rather than mere beliefs in a

group’s efficacy, as specified by Bandura (1997)—tie it to Coleman’s

(1990) concept of social capital, and obtain operational indicators from pre-

vious surveys of neighborhoods. For Coleman, social capital, including inter-

generational closure and reciprocated exchange, is a structural resource that

facilitates purposive action. Informal social control, based on shared expec-

tations for action, is the task-specific agentic direction of purposive action

that translates structural resources (social capital) into goal-directed

activity—in this case, maintaining neighborhood safety. Sampson et al.

(1997:918) define collective efficacy as a property of neighborhoods—

namely, ‘‘the capacity of residents to control group level processes and
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visible signs of disorder’’ which helps reduce ‘‘opportunities for interperso-

nal crime in a neighborhood.’’ The key to collective efficacy, then, is infor-

mal (or child-centered) social control, which is the active component that

translates neighborhood social capital into safe environments.

Measurement of Informal Social Control

Informal (child-centered) social control is an unobservable theoretical con-

struct requiring operational indicators. In their empirical studies using survey

data from the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods

(PHDCN), Sampson et al. (Sampson et al. 1997; Sampson, Morenoff, and

Earls 1999) measured informal control by asking respondents whether their

neighbors could be counted on to ‘‘do something’’ if children were hanging

out on a street corner, spray-painting graffiti, or showing disrespect to an

adult. Taylor (1996) developed these measures previously to operationalize

informal control.2

Sampson (1997:227) examined the measurement properties of the ‘‘col-

lective regulation of adolescent misbehavior’’ using 80 neighborhood clus-

ters of the PHDCN. He found an interitem a reliability of .79 across three

measures. Because the important variation in informal control is across

neighborhoods, he estimated a neighborhood-level reliability of .81, which

reveals the proportion of total variance in informal control attributed to

cross-neighborhood variation. Finally, he examined the construct validity

of the measure, finding child social control strongly associated with neigh-

borhood demographics, disadvantage, ethnicity/immigration, and residential

stability, as well as predictive of aggregate problem behavior in the neighbor-

hood. In his critique of Gibson et al.’s (2002) study of social integration and

collective efficacy in three smaller cities, Taylor (2002) discussed the history

of the concept of informal social control, raised questions about the discrimi-

nant validity of the concept, and proposed using a structural equation

approach to measurement.

Strictly speaking, the PHDCN measures of informal control refer to res-

idents’ subjective beliefs about whether neighbors would intervene when

delinquent activities arise, rather than the key concept, objective activation

of networks to reduce crime. Therefore, Sampson et al. (1997) devised the

following modeling strategy. First, they assumed that collective efficacy is

an objective property of neighborhoods and not a subjective belief of resi-

dents. Second, they treated survey respondents as ‘‘informants’’ for their

neighborhoods and treated informants’ assessment of informal control as a

fallible indicator of actual neighborhood informal control. Third, they
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recognized that informant assessments might differ systematically by infor-

mant characteristics, requiring an adjustment for the neighborhood composi-

tion of informants. For example, if on average, high-income homeowners

tend to report higher informal control, then neighborhoods with more

wealthy homeowners will score relatively higher on informal control then

those with fewer wealthy homeowners—even when true informal control

is identical for the neighborhoods.

Therefore, to overcome differences in assessments across neighborhoods

due to differences in neighborhoods’ composition of informants, responses

need to be weighted. In the abovementioned example, the responses of

wealthy homeowners would be adjusted downward and those of impover-

ished renters adjusted upward. In this way, measures of residents’ percep-

tions or assessments of whether neighbors will intervene when problems

arise can be used as measures of objective informal social control. Sampson

et al. (1997) used a regression approach for weighting responses, regressing

an index of informal control on informant characteristics to adjust each

neighborhood’s mean score for compositional differences in informants.

Sampson et al. (1997) found that, as expected, informal social control

measures were biased by informant characteristics, including upwardly

biased by homeowners, stable residents, older respondents, and higher socio-

economic status (SES) residents. Finally, they found support for the construct

validity of collective efficacy: Disadvantage, immigration, and residential

mobility were negatively associated with informal social control as well as

with homicide and violent victimization. This approach to measuring infor-

mal social control with conventional survey items raises an important ques-

tion: How do respondents know whether their neighbors will intervene when

delinquency occurs in the neighborhood? To consider this question, we need

a general framework to guide our understanding and modeling of survey

responses.3

A Framework for Modeling Survey Responses: Cognitive Theories

A simple but powerful response model would focus on information process-

ing: Respondents likely learn about their neighbors’ behavior through com-

munication and direct observation and use this information to respond to

survey questions. Along these lines, survey researchers have recently moved

beyond stimulus–response models of the survey response process to multi-

stage cognitive theories (see Jobe and Hermann 1996 for a review). Touran-

geau, Rips, and Rasinski (2000) developed a comprehensive cognitive model

of survey response, in which respondents perform four tasks: (1) comprehend
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the question, (2) retrieve relevant information from memory, (3) make judg-

ments about that information, and (4) select an appropriate answer. Respon-

dents sometimes engage in shortcuts, rather than performing every cognitive

task, but in general, most will engage in some version of each task.

Our research design and data do not allow us to test this cognitive model

in a deductive way. Nevertheless, the model is useful as a general framework

for thinking about the process of responding to questions of informal control

as a series of cognitive stages. First, respondents must assign meaning to the

question, ‘‘If some children were spray-painting graffiti on a local building,

how likely is it that your neighbors would do something about it?’’ and iden-

tify the information sought. This question seeks information on two hypothe-

tical events: (1) children spray-painting graffiti on a local building and (2)

neighbors doing something about it. This information is concrete and

straightforward, unlikely to produce misunderstandings.

Second, respondents must retrieve the information from long-term mem-

ory by adopting a strategy of retrieval, identifying cues that would trigger

recall, and collecting disparate memories into a whole. Memory theorists

have found that retrieval from long-term memory entails activation of a cue,

which then spreads along lines such as temporal, taxonomic, or part whole

(e.g., Anderson 1983). Here, respondents likely try to remember specific

occasions in which children were spray-painting graffiti in the street (cue

activation) and recall whether neighbors intervened or not (cue spread).

Respondents may also learn about the actions of neighbors by talking with

their neighbors, particularly about crime and other problems in the neighbor-

hood, although such third-party retrieval is often less reliable (Tourangeau

et al. 2000). Retrieval would consist of recalling the nature and veracity of

these conversations.

Third, respondents must make a judgment about whether their retrieval is

complete or incomplete; if incomplete, they may try to retrieve more infor-

mation or fill in the gaps. Often if retrieval is difficult, incomplete, or sket-

chy, respondents will assume the events were rare or never took place

(Tourangeau et al. 2000), a heuristic device termed ‘‘availability’’ by

Tversky and Kahneman (1973). For example, if the respondent is uncertain

of whether neighbors would intervene, they might assume they would rarely

or never do so. Moreover, if the respondent does not recall ever witnessing

children spray-painting graffiti, they might conclude that their neighbors suc-

cessfully intervened in the past, a response effect that may result in overstat-

ing informal control. Furthermore, lacking other specific forms of

information about neighbors doing something about graffiti, respondents

may infer from a low crime rate or kempt residences that neighbors will
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intervene. On this point, St. Jean (2007), using qualitative interviews, found

that affluent residents simply made assumptions about their neighbors, based

on their socioeconomic characteristics. For example, if new neighbors

appeared professional and kept their yard and lawn well-manicured, affluent

residents would assume not only that the neighbors are trustworthy, but also

that they would intervene when problems arose in the neighborhood (pre-

sumably to protect their new investments in the neighborhood).

Fourth, respondents must select a response category, including mapping

their response to Likert-type scales, such as ‘‘very likely,’’ ‘‘likely,’’

‘‘unlikely,’’ and ‘‘very unlikely,’’ and possibly editing their initial response

(Tourangeau et al. 2000). These categories are clearly ordered; however, the

distance between categories is not known. For this reason, we treat them as

ordered categories and estimate the distances between categories empirically

with a threshold model.

This cognitive model provides a way of conceptualizing survey responses

and also allows us to specify hypotheses about the substantive sources of

responses to informal social control and the potential biasing sources of

response error. Such response effects may vary by characteristics of the respon-

dent. For example, residents who are younger and relatively new to the neigh-

borhood may have fewer memories of neighbors intervening in child deviance

and therefore infer that such behavior is rare. In contrast, homeowners and par-

ents may be sensitive to child deviance, may be quick to intervene themselves,

and consequently may easily recall other instances of neighbors intervening.

A Multilevel Measurement Model for Nested Data

We estimate a four-level hierarchical linear model (HLM) of informal social

control. We begin with a second-order confirmatory factor measurement

model for ordinal indicators that estimates the test–retest reliability of one

measure of informal control. Our confirmatory factor model of interitem

reliability tests hypotheses about the sources of respondents’ answers to

informal control items and relaxes the assumption of t-equivalence made

by previous studies. Our third- and fourth-level models specify an

individual-level model of bias in reports of neighborhood informal control

due to respondent characteristics (see Raudenbush and Sampson 1999;

Sampson et al. 1997), and a neighborhood-level model of neighborhood

informal control, which allows us to examine construct validity.

In general, we use more refined estimates of test–retest and interitem

reliability than the usual Cronbach’s (1951) a, which has been subject to

recent criticism. a gives biased estimates of reliability when the assumption
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of essential t-equivalence (equal measurement slopes) among items does not

hold, when items are ordinal rather than continuous, and when correlated

measurement errors are present (e.g., Raykov 2001). Typically, the result

is an underestimate of reliability, leading researchers to treat a as a lower

bound. Note, however, that correlated errors can lead to overestimates of

reliability (Bentler 2009). We follow recommendations of critics of a and use

a model-based approach to obtain reliability coefficients for individual indi-

cators (e.g., Bollen 1989; Jöreskog 1971) and scales (e.g., Green and Yang

2009).4 This allows us to examine three forms of unreliability: (1) unreliabil-

ity arising from test–retest discrepancies, (2) unreliability arising from inter-

nal inconsistency across items, and (3) unreliability arising from inter-coder

unreliability across informants within neighborhoods. Because our indicators

of informal social control are measured on ordinal scales, we use a structural

equation approach for estimation of measurement models with ordinal indi-

cators (e.g., Bentler 2009). The remainder of this section describes our four-

level model and presents key measurement hypotheses.

Threshold Model for Ordinal Indicators

We begin with a threshold model that relates observed indicator Yhijk (with

four ordinal categories) for the hth repeated measure of the ith indicator of

the jth person in the kth neighborhood to a latent continuous variable, Y*:

Yhijk ¼ 1 very likelyð Þ if Yhijk
� � a1;

Yhijk ¼ 2 likelyð Þ if a1 < Yhijk
� � a2;

Yhijk ¼ 3 unlikelyð Þ if a2 < Yhijk
� � a3;

Yhijk ¼ 4 very unlikelyð Þ if a3 < Y �
hijk :

To estimate the thresholds, we must specify a distribution of Y*. If we assume

that Y* is normally distributed, we can estimate the thresholds as follows:

am ¼ F�1ð
Xm

p¼1

np=NÞ; m ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð1Þ

where F�1 is the inverse of the standard normal distribution function and np

is the sample size of the pth category, where N¼ n1þ n2þ n3þ n4. Consider

a second ordinal variable X, also with four categories, and related to a con-

tinuous normally distributed variable X* with thresholds:
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bl ¼ F�1ð
Xm

q¼1

nq=NÞ; l ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð2Þ

Figure 1 relates a cross-classification of two ordinal variables, X* and Y*, to

two underlying variables with Gaussian marginal distributions (X and Y).

Once the thresholds are estimated, the polychoric correlation r, the scale-

appropriate correlation between two ordinal variables can be estimated with

maximum likelihood (ML). If pml is the probability of an observation falling

into cell (m, l), the log likelihood of the sample is given by:

log LðnmljpmlÞ ¼ c
Xr

m¼1

Xs

l¼1

nml logpml; ð3Þ

where pml ¼ F2ðam; blÞ � F2ðam�1; blÞ � F2ðam; bl�1Þ � F2ðam�1; bl�1Þ,
F2 is the bivariate normal distribution function with population correlation

r, and c is a constant (Olsson 1979). Differentiating log L with respect to

r, setting the result to zero, and solving for r yields a ML estimate, r̂ML. The

covariance matrix of the estimate is obtained by taking the expected value of

π11 π12

π21 π22

π13

π23

π14

π24

π31 π32 π33 π34

π41 π42 π43 π44

α1

α2
α3

β1

β2

β3

X*

Y*

X

Y

Figure 1. Cross-classified ordinal variables generated by two bivariate normal
marginal distributions via thresholds.
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the negative of the inverted matrix of second-order partial derivatives of log

L with respect to r. We can generalize this to the multivariate case of t vari-

ables and the ½t2 polychoric correlations (rs) can be placed in a matrix R,

with population covariance matrix of estimated rs, Sr̂r̂, which is of order

½t2 � ½t2. The covariance matrix of r̂ML estimated from the sample is Sr̂r̂

(Poon and Lee 1987). We use Jöreskog and Sörbom’s (2002) PRELIS 2.80

program to obtain ML estimates of R and Sr̂r̂.

We now discuss our multilevel measurement model from the lowest level

to the highest: (1) factor model of repeated measures of one measure of infor-

mal control, (2) factor model of informal control, (3) individual-level model

of informal control adjusting for bias due to informant characteristics, and (4)

neighborhood-level models of construct validity of informal control.

Level 1 Measurement Model for Repeated Measures

Our survey obtained repeated measures of one indicator of informal social

control, ‘‘If children were fighting out in the street, how likely is it that peo-

ple in your neighborhood would stop it?’’ The question was asked near the

beginning of the interview with other informal social control items and then

again at the end of the interview. We can estimate item-specific reliability

within a test–retest framework with the following level-1 model:

Yhijk ¼ lT
h Tijk þ dhijk h ¼ 1; 2 i ¼ 1; ð4Þ

where h ¼ 1, 2 means there are two repeated measures of one i ¼ 1 of the

indicators of informal social control, lT
h is a metric slope (one of which is

normalized to unity), Tijk is a latent variable (a ‘‘true score’’) capturing an

individual’s assessment of the item after purging random error due to test–

retest unreliability, and dhijk is a random measurement error term assumed

normally distributed, heteroscedastic across h, and otherwise, iid. Following

Bollen (1989), we use an indicator-specific measure of reliability based on

the squared standardized slope, which gives the true score variance divided

by the observed item variance:5

P2
Yh; i¼1T ¼

s2
Ti¼1

s2
Yh; i¼1

lT
h; i¼1

� �2

: ð5Þ

Equation (5) allows us to test the hypothesis that test–retest reliability on

one of our indicators of informal control is reasonably high:

Hypothesis 1: Test–retest reliability is relatively high.
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Level 2 Measurement Model for Indicators of Informal Social Control

With multiple indicators of informal social control, we can examine inter-

item reliability of the construct. A simple model is specified as follows:

Tijk ¼ lZi Zjk þ eijk i ¼ 1; : : : ; 4 ð6Þ

where Tijk is the latent variable from our level-1 model for i ¼ 1, whereas for

i ¼ 2,3,4, it is the observed indicator; lZi is a metric slope; Zjk is a latent vari-

able (a ‘‘true score’’) capturing informal social control after purging interitem

unreliability; and eijk is a random measurement error term assumed normally

distributed, heteroscedastic across i, and otherwise, iid (see Figure 2). Here,

we assume that informal control is a multidimensional concept with multiple

domains of meaning. We treat our indicators as if they were randomly sampled

Informal Control
ηjk

λ1
η

λ2
η

λ3
η λ4

η

Fight
T1jk

λ1
T

λ2
T

Skip
(Continuous)

Y*5jk

Skip
(Ordinal)

Y5jk

ε4jk

ε3jk
ε2jk

ε1jk

δ1jkδ2jk

Skip
T4jk

Disrespect
T1jk

Graffiti
T1jk

Graffiti
(Continuous)

Y*4jk

Disrespect
(Continuous)

Y*3jk

Graffiti
(Ordinal)

Y4jk

Disrespect
(Ordinal)

Y3jk
Fight 1

(Ordinal)
Y2jk

Fight 2
(Ordinal)

Y1jk

Fight 2
(Continuous)

Y*1jk

Fight 1
(Continuous)

Y*2jk

Figure 2. Two-level factor model of test–retest reliability of ‘‘fighting in the street’’
T1jk and a second-order factor model of informal control Zjk (Jagged arrows denote
nonlinear threshold effects for ordinal indicators).
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from an infinite domain of potential measures, and the resulting sampling error

is picked by the measurement errors (e.g., Nunnally 1967). Note that for i¼ 1,

the level-1 repeated measures allow us to disentangle random measurement

error due to test–retest unreliability (dh,i¼1, jk) from random measurement error

due to inter-item unreliability (ei¼1, jk; see Figure 2). For i ¼ 2, 3, 4, eijk pools

the two sources of error. In either case, reliability is as follows:

P2
TiZ ¼

s2
Z

s2
Ti

lZið Þ
2
: ð7Þ

This allows us to test hypotheses about interitem reliability:

Hypothesis 2: Interitem reliability of informal social control is rela-

tively high.

We complicate our level-2 model to investigate hypotheses about how

informants arrive at their judgments about whether neighbors will intervene

when child-related problems arise. In the cognitive process of retrieving

memories and judging those memories, when asked about whether neighbors

would intervene in a hypothetical problem, informants may first try to recall

whether they have observed the problem in their neighborhood. If they have

not observed the problem, such as ‘‘spray-painting graffiti,’’ they may be

more likely to conclude that neighbors would intervene, since that may

explain the absence of graffiti; if they have observed the problem, they may

be more likely to conclude that neighbors would not intervene. Thus,

responses to informal social control items may reflect actual child deviance

in the neighborhood, rather than objective neighborhood intervention. This

possibility has far-reaching implications: If measures of informal control are

entirely due to actual child deviance, collective efficacy theory would be vul-

nerable to the same criticisms of tautology that plagued social disorganiza-

tion theory. To test this hypothesis, for each item, such as ‘‘spray-painting

graffiti,’’ we asked respondents whether they had observed the child behavior

in their neighborhood. We can model this process as follows (see Figure 3):

Tijk ¼ lZi Zjk þ giXijk þ eijk i ¼ 1; : : : ; 4; ð8Þ

where Xijk is the informant’s observation of the specific child deviance cor-

responding to the ith informal control indicator, and gi is a regression coeffi-

cient. This allows us to test the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: Responses to informal social control items are a function

of respondents’ observation of child deviance.
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To parallel our factor model of informal control, we treat child deviance

items as indicators of a latent variable capturing child deviance according to

a domain sampling model:

Xijk ¼ lxi xjk þ uijk i ¼ 1; : : : ; 4; ð9Þ

where lxi is a metric slope, xjk is a latent variable of child deviance purged of

measurement error, and uijk is a random measurement error term assumed

Informal 
Control

ηjk

T4jk

T3jk

T2jk Fighting  in
Street

T1jk

ε1jk

λ1
η

λ2
η

λ3
η

λ4
η

ε4jk

ε3jk

ε2jk

λ1
T

λ2
T

Y1ijk Y2ijk

δ1ijk δ2ijk

X4jk

X3jk

X2jk

X1jk

γ4

γ3

γ2

γ1

Observed
Deviance

ξjk

Γ

λ1
ξ

λ2
ξ λ3

ξ
λ4

ξ

ν1jk ν2jk ν3jk ν4jk

ζjk

Fighting in
Street 

Disrespect
Adults

Spray Paint 
Graffiti

Skipping
School

Disrespect
Adults

Spray Paint 
Graffiti

Skipping
School

“Have you ever observed the following?”

“Would your neighbors intervene if 
they saw children doing the following?”

Figure 3. Two-level factor model of test–retest reliability in ‘‘fighting in the street’’ T1jk

and a second order factor model of informal control Zjk, with direct effects of
observed deviance Xijk on indicators of informal control Tijk, and an observed deviance
factor. (Nonlinear threshold effects for ordinal indicators omitted for simplicity.)
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normally distributed, heteroscedastic across i, and otherwise iid. Then, we

can also regress the ‘‘true scores’’ of informal control on child deviance:

Zjk ¼ Gxjk þ zjk ; ð10Þ

where G is a regression coefficient and zjk is a disturbance term assumed nor-

mally distributed and iid (see Figure 3).

Our level-1 and level-2 models can be written as an SEM in which the two

repeated measures comprise a first-order factor model for control of fighting

(equation [4]), and then the fighting factor comprises an indicator (along with

the three other informal control observable measures) of a second-order fac-

tor model (equation [6]). It is straightforward to include the more compli-

cated model specified in equations (7)–(9) into the SEM. The model can

be estimated using Browne’s (1984) asymptotic distribution-free generalized

least squares estimator, which minimizes the following fit function:

F ¼ ½r̂� sðyÞ�0 S�1
r̂r̂ ½r̂� sðyÞ�; ð11Þ

where r̂ is a vector of ML estimates of the polychoric correlations, Sr̂r̂ is the

asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimated polychoric correlations, and

s(y) is a vector of parameters to be estimated. By choosing Sr̂r̂ as a weight

matrix in the quadratic form of equation (11), we obtain a best asymptotic

normal estimator (Browne 1984). Minimizing F with respect to s(y) also

provides a test statistic (n – 1) F, which is distributed w2 in large samples.

The asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter vector s(y), from which

standard errors are the square roots of the diagonal elements, is as follows:

SACOV ¼ 1=nf ½qsðyÞ=qy�0 S�1
r̂r̂ ½qsðyÞ=qy�

0g�1: ð12Þ

After obtaining r̂ and Sr̂r̂ from equation (12), we fit these models using

Jöreskog and Sörbom’s (2001) LISREL 8.8 program, which uses the fitting

function in equation (11).

Latent variable scores can be obtained for individuals from the level-2

factor models. When latent scores, or ‘‘covariance-preserving factor scores,’’

are used in a two-step procedure, they provide consistent estimates of regres-

sions among latent scores (Skrondal and Laake (2001).6 We use latent vari-

able scores derived from Anderson and Rubin (1956) and implemented in

LISREL (see Jöreskog 2000; Ten Berge et al. 1999) for child deviance and

informal social control after correcting for unreliability due to test–retest dis-

crepancies and inter-item variation. We assume that Zij is a normally distrib-

uted random variable and use the latent scores in an HLM to estimate our

third and fourth level models.7
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Level 3 Regression Model for Informant Bias in Neighborhood
Informal Social Control

Following Sampson et al. (1997), we use our respondents as informants about

social control in the neighborhood and, using regression weights, adjust the

neighborhood mean scores for the potential biasing effects of a neighborhood’s

composition of informants:

Zjk ¼ p0k þ
XQ

q¼1

bqXqjk þ ejk ; ð13Þ

where Zjk is the latent score from above, p0k is the intercept for the kth neigh-

borhood, Xqjk are q characteristics of j individuals within k neighborhoods,

and ejk is a random disturbance assumed normally distributed and iid. This

is a conventional two-level HLM model, depicted in Figure 4. It allows the

latent true scores Zjk to vary systematically, via
PQ
q¼1

bqXqjk , and randomly, via

ejk, around their neighborhood-specific means p0k . The latter is assumed a

normally distributed random variable capturing neighborhood informal social

control after using regression weights to adjust for individual characteristics

within neighborhoods. For example, if wealthy older respondents tend to over-

estimate informal control compared to others, then neighborhoods with higher

proportions of wealthy older respondents would have upwardly biased mean

informal control. The regression weights adjust for neighborhood composition

differences so that the composition of each neighborhood approximates the city

as a whole. Thus, we are using the term ‘‘biased’’ in relative, not absolute, terms.

It could be that older respondents overestimate their neighborhoods’ informal

control relative to other residents because they are privy to the neighborhood

‘‘true score.’’ We would still want to adjust for compositional differences in the

percentage of older residents in neighborhoods so that each neighborhood

would have the same ‘‘average’’ bias (see Raudenbush and Sampson 1999).

From the standpoint of a cognitive theory of survey response, we would

expect that respondents who have rarely observed children skipping school,

fighting, and spray-painting graffiti may infer that neighbors have intervened

in the past, and would in the future. Similarly, if respondents are uncertain

that neighbors would intervene, they may be more likely to assume that such

behavior is rare. In contrast, respondents who are married, have children, and

own homes may be particularly concerned about child safety, may them-

selves have intervened in the past, and may assume that others will as well.

Finally, residents who have been victims of crime may assume that neighbors
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are unlikely to intervene, given that their victimization was not thwarted

(e.g., Maccoby, Johnson, and Church 1958).

Hypothesis 4: Individual responses to informal social control are a

function of an individual’s reports of observed child deviance, age, sex,

marital status, number of children, education, income, race-ethnicity,

residential mobility, homeownership, previous criminal victimization,

and uncertainty in reports of informal control.

We can test the specific hypothesis, derived from St. Jean’s (2007) ethno-

graphy that affluent residents infer that their neighbors will intervene when

problems arise if their neighbors are also of relatively high SES. This implies

a cross-level interaction in an HLM model between neighborhood SES, mea-

sured by concentrated affluence, and respondent SES, measured by income

and education in individual-level models of informal social control:

e1k e2k ejk∙   ∙   ∙

η1k η2k ηjk

Informal Control
(Bias Corrected)

π0k

U0k

θ0p
Zp

Xqjk
∙∙∙

Xq2k

Xq1k βq1k

βq2k

βqjk

etc.

∙   ∙   ∙

∙∙∙

P Neighborhood
Covariates

Age of 
Informant j

Age of 
Informant 2

Age of 
Informant 1

Informal Control
Informant 1

Informal Control
Informant 2

Informal Control
Informant j

Figure 4. Two-level hierarchical linear model (HLM) model of an individual-level
model of bias in informal control Zjk (using Age Xqjk as an example covariate) and a
neighborhood level model of bias-corrected informal control Pok predicted from
structural covariates Zp.
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Hypothesis 5: Individual responses to informal social control are

higher on average when respondents have high income and education

and the neighborhood is relatively advantaged.

The degree of intersubjective correspondence among respondents is

given by the intra-neighborhood correlation rI, which indexes the propor-

tion of variation between neighborhoods versus within neighborhoods:

rI ¼ t2
p=ðt2

p þ t2
eÞ, where tp is the between-neighborhood variance in

responses and te is the within-neighborhood variance (e.g., Raudenbush and

Bryk 2002). This correlation estimates the neighborhood reliability for a sin-

gle respondent per neighborhood. Increasing the number of respondents per

neighborhood (nk) increases reliability—in the same way that increasing the

number of test items increases the reliability of a test by reducing error var-

iance—according to the following:

lk ¼
t2
p

t2
p þ t2

e=nk

: ð14Þ

This can be seen to measure aggregate reliability for each neighborhood

because the numerator gives the true (i.e., true score) variance of the group

means and the denominator gives the expected observed variance of the group

means. We can obtain an average score for the k neighborhood reliabilities as:

1=K
XK

k¼1

lk : ð15Þ

Level 4 Validation Model for Construct Validity of Informal
Social Control

We examine the construct validity (e.g., Messick 1995) of informal social

control at the neighborhood level by modeling the random intercepts p0k

from equation (13) according to the following:

p0k ¼ Y00 þ
XP

p¼1

Y0pZp þ U0k ; ð16Þ

where Y00 is the city-wide intercept, Zp are neighborhood covariates, Y0p are

regression coefficients, and U0k are random disturbances assumed normally

distributed and iid (see Figure 4). Here we examine whether informal social

control is associated with neighborhood theoretical constructs, such as
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concentrated disadvantage, residential stability, ethnicity/immigration, and

population density. Moreover, we will compare models with different mea-

surement assumptions to assess whether differences in models produce dif-

ferent substantive estimates.

Hypothesis 6: Neighborhood informal control is associated with

concentrated disadvantage, residential stability, ethnicity/immigration,

and population density.

Finally, as an additional test of construct validity, we estimate a model

predicting counts of violent crime. We use a two-step procedure to estimate

these models. First, we estimate specific three-level measurement models as

outlined previously, obtain empirical Bayes’s (shrinkage) estimates of model

parameters, and, for each model, compute scores for neighborhood informal

social control based on the empirical Bayes’s residuals.8 Second, we regress

violence on informal social control scores plus neighborhood covariates

taken from the census. Because our dependent variable (violent criminal

acts), yi, is an overdispersed count variable, we fit a negative binomial model

estimated by ML:

EðyiÞ ¼ mi ¼ expðxibþ eiÞ; ð17Þ

where mi (and, equivalently, Ei) is a random variable assumed to follow a

gamma distribution, xi is a vector of neighborhood covariates, and b is a vec-

tor of logit coefficients (e.g., Cameron and Trivedi 1998; Long 1997). In this

model, ei captures overdispersion due to cross-sectional heterogeneity. This

allows us to test our final hypothesis:

Hypothesis 7: Net of neighborhood structural characteristics, neigh-

borhood informal control is associated with future violent crime.

Again, we will compare measurement models to assess whether more

plausible models yield different substantive estimates.

Research Design, Data, and Measures

The Seattle Neighborhoods and Crime Survey

We analyze data from the Seattle Neighborhoods and Crime Study (SNCS),

which conducted a survey of 5,755 residents within 123 census tracts in 2002

to 2003 (Matsueda 2010).9 This project defined neighborhoods in terms of

123 census tracts in the city of Seattle. The SNCS collected data from three
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separate sampling schemes: (1) a random sample of households within census

tracts, (2) a sample of households within each of six street segments of 100

census tracts sampled by Terrance Miethe’s (1991) earlier survey of Seattle

residents, and (3) a race-ethnic oversample of census blocks with the highest

proportion of racial and ethnic minorities. We focus on the first two samples,

which are strongly representative of the city of Seattle. The 3,739 cases in

these samples were selected from continuously updated white pages and inter-

viewed by telephone by the Social Behavioral Research Institute at California

State University, San Marcos.10 The survey data were merged with 2000 U.S.

Census data for each tract and crime data by census tract from the Seattle

Police Department. Our analyses are based on 3,260 cases, which allow us

to capitalize on the asymptotic properties of WLS and ML estimators.11

Measures

Informal social control. We use four measures of informal social control taken

from earlier surveys (e.g., Sampson et al. 1999; Taylor 1996). Each item asks

how likely it is that neighbors would do something about four hypothetical

situations involving youths engaging in delinquent activities (skipping

school, spray-painting graffiti, disrespecting adults, and fighting in the street;

see Table 1). To estimate test–retest reliability, we asked the question about

fighting in the street twice, once at the beginning of the survey, and again

toward the end, approximately 30 minutes later. The time interval between

tests, which is similar to other studies (e.g., Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis

1981) is sufficiently short to ensure that the true scores have not changed, and

long enough—particularly with over one hundred intervening survey ques-

tions for respondents to answer—to minimize memory effects.

Observation of child deviance. For each of the delinquent activities mentioned

in the informal control items (e.g., spray-painting graffiti), we also asked

respondents whether they had ever observed the activity. This allows us to

test the hypothesis that responses to informal control measures are formed

in part by whether respondents had previously observed the behavior. We

expect that those respondents who have observed the deviant act in their

neighborhood are likely to infer that neighbors would not intervene if the

deviant act occurred again. Conversely, respondents who have never

observed the deviant act are more likely to infer that neighbors would inter-

vene (and perhaps already have). We also include a latent variable score of

observed deviance in our individual-level models of response bias in infor-

mal social control.
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Individual characteristics. We are using residents as informants for informal

social control in their neighborhoods. As noted earlier, these evaluations are

likely to vary as a function of the demographic and biographical characteris-

tics of informants. To correct this relative bias, we control for characteristics

of informants that may influence their scores (see Sampson et al. 1997),

including sex, age, marital status, number of children, education, income,

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Individual-Level Measures.

Mean SD

Informal social control
Neighbors would do something if children hanging out 2.67 .91
Neighbors would do something if kids painting graffiti 3.44 .72
Neighbors would scold the child if disrespecting adults 2.53 .83
Neighbors would stop it if children fighting (test) 3.18 .78
Neighbors would stop it if kids fighting (retest) 3.18 .83

Uncertainty
Respondent changed their answer to the repeated question .36 .56

Observation of child deviance
Observed children hanging out .16 .37
Observed children painting graffiti .04 .18
Observed children disrespecting adults .20 .40
Observed children fighting .11 .31

Recent victimization
Violent victimizations in last two years .07 .25
Property victimizations in last two years .41 .49

Demographics, socioeconomics, and residential status
Female .49 .50
Age (in tens of years) 4.85 1.57
Married/ cohabitating .55 .50
Number of children living at home .42 .82
Years of education completed 16.12 2.49
Household income in thousands of dollars (mean-replaced) 69.83 45.40
Income missing flag .11 .31
Asian .06 .24
African American .04 .19
Hispanic .05 .21
Foreign-born .12 .32
Number of residential moves in the last five years .85 1.43
Number of years at current address 11.63 12.19
Homeowner .68 .47

N ¼ 3,166

Note: SD ¼ standard deviation.
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race-ethnicity, residential mobility, homeowner, and victim of a violent or

property crime. The latter allows us to test a version of the hypothesis that

being a victim of a crime affects responses to informal social control. To test

the hypothesis—derived from Tversky and Kahneman’s (1973) availability

heuristic—that respondents who are uncertain about informal social control

in their neighborhoods are more likely to assume that such control would

rarely occur, we computed a difference score from our repeated measure

of informal control. By taking the absolute value of the difference, we create

an uncertainty score in which high values reflect changes in respondents’

answers, which we assume means respondents are less certain of informal

control in their neighborhoods.

Neighborhood measures. We can assess construct validity by examining asso-

ciations between informal social control and other neighborhood-level con-

structs specified by theory to be strongly correlated. Following previous

research (e.g., Land, McCall, and Cohen 1990; Sampson et al. 1997), we cre-

ated for each census tract five indexes of neighborhood structural character-

istics from the U.S. Census: concentrated disadvantage, concentrated

affluence, ethnicity/immigration, residential stability, and population den-

sity. We also created a three-year average of violent crimes (murders, rapes,

robberies, and aggravated assaults) by census tract for 2003 to 2005 from the

Seattle Police Department (see Table 2).

Estimation of Model Parameters

Models of Test–Retest Reliability and Interitem Reliability

We estimate our first- and second-level models, which include ordinal indi-

cators, as a single system using Jöreskog and Sörbom’s (2001) WLS estima-

tor, which provides consistent and asymptotically efficient estimates in very

large samples (e.g., >1,000).12 Our model, diagrammed in Figure 2, is a sim-

ple two-level, three-factor model, in which the first-level models test–retest

reliability in fighting in the street, the second level models inter-indicator

reliability for measures of informal control and observed deviance. Note that

the measurement model for informal control also tests Hypothesis 3, in which

the respondent’s observation of a neighborhood problem (e.g., spray-

painting graffiti) affects their belief that neighbors will intervene in the prob-

lem (see equation 8). This model decomposes the observed correlation

between a specific child deviant act (e.g., skipping school) and the corre-

sponding informal control item (e.g., intervene when children are skipping
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school) into two components: (1) a direct effect between the two indicators

and (2) a direct effect between the two factors, observed child deviance and

informal control.

Given the large sample size and large number of overidentifying restric-

tions, the model fits the data reasonably well: w2 ¼ 52.93, df ¼ 20, p < .001;

root mean square error of approximation ¼ .022). Table 3 presents coeffi-

cients for the model of equations (4) to (6). The level-1 test–retest factor

model reveals high test–retest reliability for our two measures of neighbors

intervening if children were fighting in the street (Hypothesis 1). The first

item has slightly smaller measurement error variance and consequently a

higher reliability (.79) than the retest (.69), perhaps due to respondent fatigue

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Neighborhood-Level Measures.

Mean SD

Concentrated disadvantage
Average of z-scores .00 .80

Proportion in poverty .12 .09
Proportion unemployed .05 .04
Proportion on public assistance .03 .03
Proportion single-mother households .09 .07
Proportion African-American .08 .10

Concentrated affluence
Average of z-scores .00 .92

Proportion households with income > US$100K .16 .10
Proportion college graduates .47 .17
Proportion managerial or professional occupations .48 .13

Ethnicity/Immigration
Proportion Latino .05 .04
Asian/foreign-born (average of z-scores; a ¼ .97) .00 .98

Proportion Asian .12 .12
Proportion foreign born .16 .11

Residential stability
Average of z-scores .00 .97

Proportion homeowners .50 .23
Proportion in same residence five years ago .44 .13

Population density
Tens of thousands of person per square mile by tract .94 .69

Violent crime rate
Average yearly violent crimes per 1,000 population 2003–2005 8.21 12.01
Total violent crimes 2003–2005 84.01 82.26

N ¼ 123

Note: SD ¼ standard deviation.
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or recognition that it was asked earlier. These reliabilities imply a test–retest

correlation between the two observable items of (.79 � .69)1/2 ¼ .74. The

metric slope of the retest is slightly smaller than 1.0, the value fixed for the

test, suggesting a slight correlation between measurement error and latent

factor. A likelihood ratio test rejects the assumption of t-equivalence for our

two test–retest measures (w2 ¼ 9.61, df ¼ 1, p < .001).

The second-level measurement model captures inter-item reliability.

Because we have test–retest items for fighting we can disentangle the mea-

surement error due to test–retest unreliability from that of inter-item unrelia-

bility. Thus, the measurement error variance for fighting due to inter-item

unreliability is very small and the reliability coefficient is relatively large

(.72). For the other three informal social control items, measurement error

variances are larger and reliabilities smaller (.4–.5) because they pool

inter-item unreliability and test–retest unreliability. The corresponding quan-

tity is simply the squared indirect effect of the informal control factor on the

fighting item for the test (.83 � .89)2 ¼ .55 and retest (.83 � .83)2 ¼ .47 (see

Figure 5), which is comparable to the reliabilities of the other three items. For

the fighting item, pooled reliability is approximately evenly split between

test–retest and inter-item reliability. Thus, we find support for Hypothesis 2.

The metric slopes suggest modest correlations between factor and error:

Relative to skip school, respondents scoring low on informal control tend

to overstate on disrespect and understate on fight, and those scoring high

Table 3. Parameter Estimates of Measurement Models.

Variable
Error Metric

ReliabilityLatent Indicators Variance Slope

Stop fight Stop fight (test) .21 1.00a .79
Stop fight (retest) .32 .93 .69

Observe deviance Observe skip school .48 1.00a .52
Observe graffiti .70 .75 .30
Observe disrespect .35 1.11 .66
Observe fight .32 1.14 .69

Informal control Do something skip school .44 1.00a .49
Do something graffiti .45 1.01 .50
Scold child disrespect adult .62 .87 .37
Stop fight .18 1.07 .72

Note: N ¼ 3,260.
aIndicates a fixed coefficient.
All coefficients are statistically significant at p < .001.
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on informal control tend to understate on respect and understate on fight.13

Although these departures from unity are modest, we are able to reject the

hypothesis of t-equivalence for measures of informal control (w2 ¼ 22.42,

df ¼ 3, p < .001). We also reject the hypothesis of equal measurement error

variances (w2 ¼ 10.23, df ¼ 3, p < .001), and thus parallel measures (equal

slopes and variances: w2¼ 32.65 df¼ 6, p < .001). For indicators of observed

child deviance, we obtain reasonable reliabilities (approximately .60), with

the exception of spray-painting graffiti, which is only .30. The metric slopes

reveal that, with the exception of observing graffiti, respondents appeared to

use the ordinal scales in similar ways. Finally, for the observed deviance fac-

tor, we reject hypotheses of t-equivalence, equal measurement error var-

iances, and thus, parallel measures.

This model provides support for the hypothesis that informants base

their assessments of neighbors intervening in child deviance in part on

whether they have personally observed the specific child deviant act. Thus,

at the level of the item (specific child act), we find modest support for

Hypothesis 3. Informants who have observed the act (such as graffiti) are
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Figure 5. Standardized parameter estimates for a measurement model of neigh-
borhood informal social control and observed child deviance.
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less likely to believe their neighbors would intervene if the act were to

occur—presumably because neighbors already would have—and vice

versa. The coefficients are significant but small (one-tenth of a standard

deviation) with the exception of disrespecting adults, which is nonsignifi-

cant. Nevertheless, even with these direct effects in the model, the reliabil-

ities of informal control items remain reasonably high. Finally, if one could

only use one indicator of informal control, we would recommend using the

item with the highest reliability and smallest measurement error variance—

intervene in kids fighting in the street.

The two factors are substantially negatively correlated (�.36) as hypothe-

sized. Informants who report observing child deviance in the neighborhood

score lower on informal social control—presumably because they infer from

observing child deviance that neighbors have not and will not intervene. The

substantial correlation between factors underscores the importance of includ-

ing observed child deviance as a bias factor in individual-level models of

informal control, to which we now turn.

Individual-Level Models of Informant Characteristics on
Informal Control

We estimated our level-3 and level-4 statistical models—on latent variable

scores from our level-1 and level-2 models—using the statistical packages

R (R Development Core Team 2010) and HLM (Raudenbush and Bryk

2002). Tables 4 and 5 present ML estimates of the parameters. Table 4 pre-

sents the individual-level coefficients from the regression of informal control

scores on characteristics of respondents.14 We find that respondents who are

older, married or cohabitating, and have more children in the home tend to

overstate informal control compared to their younger, single, and childless

counterparts. Thus, as hypothesized, such respondents may be more con-

cerned with controlling children, which enables them to recall instances of

neighbors intervening. Those with more education slightly understate infor-

mal control. Compared to renters, homeowners tend to overstate informal

control, as do immigrants compared to the native-born. Also as expected,

respondents who are uncertain about the local level of informal control—

those who change their responses to the repeated measure of informal con-

trol—understate informal control moderately, a finding consistent with

Tversky and Kahneman’s availability heuristic. We do not find support for

the hypothesis, based on St. Jean’s (2007) findings, that affluent respondents

assume that high-SES neighbors would intervene when child problems

arise. The interaction between income and education, on the one hand, and
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concentrated affluence, on the other, is small and fails to reach statistical sig-

nificance (coefficient not shown).

Finally, respondents who have observed acts of child deviance substan-

tially understate informal social control. This supports Hypothesis 3 at the

construct level, based on a cognitive response theory, that an important

source of respondents’ assessments of informal control is the degree of

deviance they observe in the neighborhood. This is perhaps a positive, sub-

stantively, in that this is a reasonable source of information, but also a neg-

ative, methodologically, because ignoring the effect may bias substantive

coefficients due to compositional differences in observing deviance across

neighborhoods. This coefficient is far and away the largest in the model

(�.31 standardized); the next largest is age (.09). The other coefficients are

very small in magnitude and the model as a whole explains only 22 percent of

Table 4. Person-Level Coefficients From Multilevel Models Predicting Informal
Social Control.

Person Level b SE St. b

Female .00 .02 —
Age .04*** .01 .09
Married/cohabitating .04* .02 —
# of children in home .04** .01 .04
Years of education �.01 .00 �.02
Income (mean replaced) .00 .00 .02
Did not report income .00 .03 —
Asian �.04 .04 —
African American .00 .04 —
Hispanic .04 .04 —
Foreign born .08** .03 —
Residential moves .00 .01 .00
Years in neighborhood .00 .00 .00
Homeowner .06* .02 —
Violent victimization �.03 .03 �.01
Property victimization �.01 .02 �.01
Uncertainty �.10*** .01 �.08
Observed child delinquency �.47*** .02 �.31
Intercept 2.55*** .03 —
Variance explained (within) .22

Note: N ¼ 3,166 persons, 123 neighborhoods. This is the person-level portion of model 3
of Table 5 and includes controls for sample type and the neighborhood covariates listed in
Table 5.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001 (two-tailed).
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the variance in reports of informal social control. In other words, in this

model, the majority of error variability in reports of informal control is ran-

dom rather than systematic, which provides some evidence of the validity of

our individual reports of informal social control. Nevertheless, adjustment

for compositional differences in residents across neighborhoods appears war-

ranted to avoid biases in substantive models.

Neighborhood-Level Models of Informal Social Control

Estimates of our level-4 neighborhood model of informal social control

appear in Table 5. These estimates provide reduced-form coefficients of a

structural model of neighborhood informal control and provide evidence of

construct validity of our informal control construct across neighborhoods.

Moreover, by comparing the effects of neighborhood structure on informal

control across our three measurement models, Table 5 reveals whether esti-

mating more plausible measurement models has an effect on substantive

quantities of interest to criminologists.

Table 5. Neighborhood-Level Coefficients Predicting Informal Social Control.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Concentrated disadvantage �.06* �.06* �.02
(.03) (.03) (.02)
�.19 �.20 �.08

Concentrated affluence .07** .05* .02
(.03) (.02) (.02)
.27 .20 .08

Proportion Latino �.17 �.25 �.35
(.44) (.42) (.34)
�.03 �.04 �.07

Asian/foreign born �.04* �.04 �.04*
(.02) (.02) (.02)
�.18 �.16 �.18

Residential stability .11*** .05** .03
(.02) (.02) (.02)
.46 .21 .16

Population density �.07** �.06* �.02
(.03) (.03) (.02)
�.20 �.17 �.08

Intercept 2.95*** 2.95*** 2.55***
(.04) (.04) (.03)

Variance explained (between) .85 .87 .87
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Model 1 is a simple naive model in which we fail to model test–retest

and inter-item unreliability and also fail to control for individual character-

istics at level 3. We find, for model 1, that concentrated disadvantage exerts

a moderate and significant negative effect on informal control, as found in

the prior studies. Concentrated affluence exerts a strong positive effect on

informal control (standardized coefficient is .27), while Asian/Immigration

exerts a moderate negative effect (�.18). As previous research has shown,

residential stability exerts the strongest effect on informal control (.46),

which is consistent with a systemic model of neighborhood control. Finally,

as expected, population density is significantly negatively associated with

informal social control. Thus, as expected, neighborhoods with greater

affluence, a sparse population base, a high percentage of homeowners, and

a high proportion of long-term residents have effective informal control

perhaps because they have both the incentives and the resources to act

jointly for the collective good. These results, consistent with those of Chi-

cago, provide support for the construct validity of informal social control in

Seattle neighborhoods.

Model 2 is similar to the measurement model of Sampson et al. (1997),

which controls for inter-item unreliability at level 2 and controls for individ-

ual characteristics at level 3. With one exception, the point estimates are rel-

atively similar to those of model 1 (column 2). The exception is the

coefficient for residential stability, which is about 50 percent smaller in

model 2. Thus, controlling for the potential biasing influence of individual

characteristics on informant reports of informal social control and correcting

for the disproportionate distribution of such characteristics across neighbor-

hoods via regression weights—as recommended by Sampson et al. (1997)—

leads to correcting for a 54 percent overestimate of the effect of residential

stability on informal control.

Model 3, our most plausible model, includes our level-2 measurement

model with observed child deviance items loading on an observed deviance

factor (see Figure 3), which is included as an individual-level covariate in our

level-3 model. By comparing columns 3 with 2, we find severe attenuation in

several coefficients for model 3 when compared to model 2. For example, the

coefficient for concentrated disadvantage is 60 percent smaller in model 3

and no longer significant (line 1); the coefficient for concentrated affluence

is 65 percent smaller and no longer significant (line 2), the coefficient for

residential stability is 27 percent smaller and no longer significant (line 5),

and the coefficient for population density is over 40 percent smaller and

no longer significant (line 6). In this model, only Asian/foreign-born remains

statistically distinguishable from zero.
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Neighborhood-Level Models of Violence

As another test of construct validity, we regressed neighborhood violence on

informal social control plus our neighborhood structural covariates using a

negative binomial model. We again compare coefficients from our three

measurement models to assess whether differences in measurement specifi-

cations make a difference for quantities of interest to criminologists. Results

of our three models of violence appear in Table 6. Model 1 is based on the

naive measurement model that fails to control for individual covariates. This

model reveals that, as expected, violence rates are higher in neighborhoods

Table 6. Coefficients From a Negative Binomial Regression of Violent Crime (2003–
2005) on Neighborhood-Level Covariates.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Logged population .43** .41** .42**
(.13) (.13) (.13)
1.54 1.51 1.52

Concentrated disadvantage .39*** .39*** .44***
(.09) (.09) (.10)
1.48 1.48 1.56

Concentrated affluence �.11 �.13 �.18
(.10) (.10) (.10)
.90 .88 .84

Proportion Latino 2.20 1.98 1.98
(1.50) (1.49) (1.54)
9.01 7.22 7.22

Asian/foreign born .06 .08 .08
(.07) (.07) (.08)
1.06 1.08 1.08

Residential stability �.35*** �.42*** �.46***
(.08) (.07) (.07)
.70 .66 .63

Population density �.08 �.07 �.03
(.10) (.09) (.10)
.92 .93 .97

Informal social control �1.45*** �1.86*** �2.24**
(.41) (.50) (.83)
.23 .15 .11

Intercept .35 .51 .47
(1.05) (1.04) (1.07)

Dispersion (y) 3.95 3.99 3.78
(.53) (.54) (.50)
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that are more disadvantaged and experience more population turnover. The

coefficient for informal social control is�1.45: As hypothesized, net of other

structural covariates, neighborhoods with greater informal social control

experience significantly fewer violent crimes.

By comparing the coefficient for informal social control across models,

we can determine whether different controls for response errors alter our key

result. Model 2, which controls for individual characteristics in our level-3

models, reveals a coefficient for informal social control of �1.86, which is

28 percent larger than the coefficient for model 1. Thus, controlling for indi-

vidual covariates substantially disattenuates the effect of informal control on

violence. A more plausible specification, model 3, treats observed child

deviance measures as indicators of a latent observed child deviance factor

and includes the factor, along with other individual characteristics, in our

level-3 response model. Model 3 reveals a coefficient for informal social

control of �2.24, which is still 20 percent larger than the coefficient for

model 2 and over 50 percent larger than the coefficient for model 1. Thus,

previous models of violence may have underestimated the effect of informal

control; those effects should be considered to be conservative estimates.

Discussion

Nested data, which are increasingly prevalent in the social sciences, present

distinct measurement issues at multiple levels of explanation. We have pro-

posed a multilevel measurement model for nested data that combine the psy-

chometric models based on classical test theory at the level of indicators and

individuals, and ecometric models of response bias for ecological (neighbor-

hoods) units. Our models generalize to nested data on other important units,

including groups, cities, counties, states, and nations.

By explicitly modeling the measurement process of informal social con-

trol, we are able to (1) test hypotheses about the social process producing

responses to measures, (2) assess the validity and reliability of measures at

multiple levels, and (3) estimate the potential bias in estimates of substantive

coefficients of interest that results from failure to use the appropriate mea-

surement models. We discuss each in turn. With respect to hypotheses

about measurement, we find that informants’ responses to whether neighbors

will intervene in child deviance are shaped by their previous observations of

child deviance. This effect is present both in item-specific models and in

individual-level models of the informal control construct. This finding is

consistent with a cognitive model of survey response, in which respondents

first comprehend the question and second, retrieve two pieces of information
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from memory: (1) Do children engage in such deviant acts? (2) Do neighbors

intervene into such acts of deviance? At times, information on the former

may inform the latter. We also find, consistent with Sampson et al. (1997,

1999), that responses to informal control are a function of respondent char-

acteristics as hypothesized, which implies that adjustments for neighborhood

composition of such characteristics are necessary to obtain unbiased esti-

mates of neighborhood informal social control.

Our models find that measures of informal social control have reasonable

measurement properties, including moderate test–retest reliability for fight-

ing in the street, and reasonable inter-item reliabilities of all indicators. On

this score, our results are consistent with those of Sampson and colleagues

using the Chicago PHDCN data. The projects differ somewhat in year of sur-

vey, sampling design, data collection method, and city demographics, racial

composition, and history. The similarity of measurement properties of infor-

mal social control across the two studies provides evidence for the invariance

of measurement structure of the concept. We can also make recommenda-

tions for survey researchers who want to incorporate the best measures of

informal social control at the least cost. The observed distributions of skip-

ping school and disrespecting adults are closest to normal, and thresholds are

closest to the observed ordinal intervals (see Appendix Figure 1 [which can

be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/]); therefore, these items

may be best to use if informal control is endogenous and if conventional

methods, which treat items as continuous and Gaussian, are used. However,

when using more appropriate models for ordinal indicators, we find that

fighting in the street followed by skipping school and spray-painting graffiti

have the smallest measurement error variances, similar relative slopes, and

therefore, the highest reliabilities. Note that when correctly modeled, using

all four indicators would be better because they are all reasonably reliable,

and adding additional well-behaved indicators increases the statistical power

to detect relationships among latent constructs (see Matsueda and Bielby

1986). Nevertheless, if cost limits a researcher to a single item and models

for ordinal measures are unavailable, we would recommend using the skip-

ping school item, which is closest to normally distributed, has intervals that

approximate thresholds, and has high reliability.

Perhaps the most important and striking finding from our models is that

measurement models matter: Using the correct measurement model entails

correcting for attenuation due to unreliability, which reduces bias in substan-

tive coefficients in which social scientists care. In models of the causes and

consequences of informal control, our most plausible measurement model—

which corrected for inter-item unreliability, controlled for respondent
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characteristics in level 3, and controlled for respondents having observed

past deviance—finds that previous research overestimated the effects of

neighborhood covariates on informal control and underestimated the effects

of informal control on violence. Models that fail to control for respondents

having observed deviance, such as that of Sampson et al. (1997), tend to

overestimate coefficients in models of informal control and underestimate

the effect of informal control on violence. Moreover, our naive models that

fail to control for inter-item unreliability, respondent characteristics, and

observed deviance dramatically overestimate coefficients in models of infor-

mal control and dramatically underestimate the effect of informal control on

violence. The results of previous research using such naive models should

perhaps treat the effects of neighborhood covariates on informal control as

upper bounds, and effects of informal control on violence as lower bounds.

Our modeling benefited from the use of a cognitive theory of survey

response, allowing us to test hypotheses about the sources of responses to

measures of informal control. We have not, however, fully explored the ways

in which respondents comprehend questions, retrieve relevant information

from memory, make judgments about that information, and select an appro-

priate answer. Such an exploration would require a different research design.

For example, qualitative in-depth interviewing of respondents may reveal the

specific cognitive steps respondents take in arriving at a frequency answer to

a factual question, such as neighborhood informal control. Experimental

studies of memory effects may identify precise pathways of retrieval of infor-

mation. Such studies of memory effects contrast two models of how fre-

quency estimates are stored and retrieved. A tally model, like Bayesian

learning models, suggests that individuals keep a running tally of the frequency

of events, and update them as new information is encountered (e.g., Howell

1973) and find that retrieval can be automatic (Hasher and Zacks 1984). A

competing model argues that frequency estimates are computed from either

memories of individual instances (such as instances of child deviance and

whether neighbors intervened) or from overall familiarity with the events

(Tourangeau et al. 2000). For example, as noted earlier, Tversky and Kahne-

man (1974) found that events that could be easily retrieved from memory were

deemed more probable by subjects, a heuristic they termed ‘‘availability.’’

They also found that subjects often failed to update probabilities in light of new

information, particularly when that information was not vivid or salient.

If this line of theorizing about responses to informal control items is cor-

rect, and the processing of new information is paramount, a broader question

concerns information flows: How do residents acquire the knowledge of the

safety and behavior of their neighbors? Such information has a variety of
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sources, including direct observation (as we have found here), dissemination

from other residents, and perhaps through reports and depictions from the

mass media. Information about the neighborhood is likely to be structured

in complex ways by the network connectivity of residents. For example, neigh-

borhoods with a small number of extremely dense but unconnected local hubs

may have heterogeneous responses compared to one with weak ties across

hubs. The latter may function to increase consensus by introducing disparate

forms of information across local networks. Future research is needed to exam-

ine the contextual sources of information leading to survey responses.

Over 45 years ago, Blalock (1968:21) called for the construction of ‘‘aux-

iliary measurement theories,’’ which would identify the theoretical assump-

tions behind the process of measuring sociological concepts, link observable

indicators to theoretical constructs, and allow researchers to distinguish

between research findings that reject measurement theories versus reject con-

ceptual theories. For example, auxiliary measurement theories would theo-

rize not only a stimulus–response relationship within an interview setting,

but also the intervening cognitive processes of information processing and

retrieval. This would make theory construction and measurement construc-

tion part of the same process (Blalock 1982). We extend Blalock’s call for

auxiliary measurement theories to extend to multiple levels of nested data,

such as neighborhoods, groups, cities, and nations. Such a call raises new

substantive puzzles and methodological questions.
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Notes

1. The models differ in where marginalization occurs: For item response theory

(IRT) models, marginalization occurs conditional on subject abilities; for struc-

tural equation models (SEM), marginalization occurs on the continuous latent

variable before dichotomizing or ordering the continuous variable (for details,

see De Leeuw 1983; Takane and de Leeuw 1987). The models diverge when
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estimating multiple-population models and testing for differences in both slopes

and intercepts; in such cases, SEMs provide accurate estimates of slope differences

but biased estimates of intercept differences (see Kankaras, Vermunt, and Moors

2011). This is not an issue for our models, which estimate single population mod-

els, and, accordingly, leave intercepts unconstrained. For applications of IRT to

self-reported delinquency, see Osgood et al. (2002) and Piquero et al. (2000).

2. Much earlier, Maccoby et al. (1958:39) hypothesized that in disorganized neigh-

borhoods, ‘‘individual adults will feel less responsible for guiding other people’s

children,’’ and ‘‘will ignore deviant acts when they see them being committed,

unless they themselves are directly involved.’’ Maccoby et al. (1958:45) used

a small-scale survey to operationalize informal control as ‘‘individual residents

being unwilling to take action if they observed their neighbors children engaged

in some sort of deviant behavior.’’ Taylor (1996) altered this to refer to resident

reports about neighbors intervening.

3. Sampson (2012) recently used two unobtrusive measures of altruism to validate

collective efficacy, under the assumption that efficacious neighborhoods elicit

altruistic behavior. One was the classic letter drop experiment and the other was

the administration of cardiopulmonary resuscitation to heart attack victims. Both

were correlated with informal social control.

4. Results for alternate measures of reliability appear in Online Appendix Table 1

(which can be found at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/).

5. This provides estimates of reliability for each indicator because we are relaxing

the assumption of t-equivalence (li ¼ lj). By contrast, the usual a reliability

must assume t-equivalence and when it assumes parallel measures (equal mea-

surement error variances sdi
2 ¼ sdj

2) it can estimate reliability from the average

intercorrelations among items in the scale.

6. Skrondal and Laake (2001:574) show that, in general, regressions among tradi-

tional factor scores yields inconsistent estimates of regression coefficients,

whereas regressions among ‘‘covariance preserving factor scores’’ provide con-

sistent estimates (see also Jöreskog 2000; Ten Berge et al. 1999). We compared

regressions among latent scores using a two-step procedure with estimates based

on estimating measurement models and regressions among latent variables

simultaneously and obtained nearly identical results.

7. The latent variable scores allow us to incorporate information from our uncon-

ventional measurement model for the first two levels into our models at the final

two levels. This two-step strategy has the advantage of minimizing potential

cross-level bias, but the disadvantage of ignoring covariation of estimates across

all levels, causing standard errors to be slightly underestimated. We estimated

simple three-level models (assuming parallel measures) simultaneously and

found this difference in standard errors to be negligible.
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8. The empirical Bayes’s residuals, U�0k , are equal to the least squares residuals, U0k ,

from equation (16) shrunk toward zero by an amount equal to the reliability, lk

(intersubjective correspondence among respondents across neighborhoods) from

equation (14): U�0k ¼ lkU0k . It is well known that shrinkage estimators minimize

mean squared error (see Raudenbush and Bryk 2002:47).

9. The American Association for Public Opinion Research, Council of American

Survey Research Organizations-4 response rate was 51.3 percent with a cooper-

ation rate of 97 percent.

10. Results based on the full sample were nearly identical. An additional sample of

355 cases was drawn from an enumeration of households not listed in the updated

white pages, and surveyed with questionnaire surveys. This sample along with a

group of 545 respondents drawn in the original three samples but who opted to

complete the survey by mail rather than phone were employed in separate anal-

yses as a check on our main findings.

11. Missing values dropped the sample by less than 13 percent. Our analyses suggest

that these missing values do not affect our substantive results in any appreciable

way.

12. Maximum likelihood estimation with Satorra-Bentler scaled statistics sometimes

work better when sample sizes are not large (e.g., Lei and Wu (2012). We

estimated our models using this procedure and found similar results.

13. Because latent variables are normalized by fixing a metric slope to unity for a

reference indicator, other slopes are identified only relative to the reference

slope. Therefore, estimated slopes that depart from unity indicate correlation

between error variance and true score, which substantively implies different uses

of the scale relative to the reference indicator (e.g., Bielby 1986).

14. Coefficients for the neighborhood-level portion of the model presented in Table 1

appear in in column 3 of Table 5. The individual-level coefficients for the models

presented in columns 1 and 2 of Table 5 are virtually identical, and therefore, are

not presented.

Supplementary Material

The online appendix is available at http://smr.sagepub.com/supplemental/.
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